Exercises: JSF 2.2 Faces Flow Part 2

Continue using the same project as with the exercises for Faces Flow Part 1.

1. Copy the first-flow folder, and name the copy java-flow. Define the flow using Java, so that the pages, navigation, and bean work within this flow. However, be sure that

• The starting page within the java-flow folder is not named java-flow.xhtml.
• The outcome used by index.jsf to trigger the flow is not “java-flow”. Similarly, the name of the flow as supplied to the @FlowScoped annotation is not “java-flow”.
• The outcomes used within the flow to go to page1.xhtml, page2.xhtml, and page3.xhtml are not “page1”, “page2”, and “page3”.
• The return page is not named java-flow-return.xhtml.

Major hint: copy SimpleFlowBuilder.java from my flows project, get rid of the .switchNode entry, and adapt the rest of it accordingly.